ABSTRACT A 3-D impact angle constrained partial integrated guidance and control design with finite-time convergence is developed for a surface-to-air skid-to-turn missile intercepting a head-on maneuvering target. First, fully considering coupling among three channels and roll dynamics of missile, a new 3-D design model of partial integrated guidance and control is established with less assumption. Two assumptions that the components of missile velocity derivatives along body frame are available and the missile is roll-stabilized at constant roll attitude are removed to extend the applicable scope of the model. Then, based on the modified filter and continuous adaptive operator, adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control is proposed for partial integrated guidance and control design and achieves finite-time convergence with multiple uncertainties. The proposed adaptive operators are continuous and differentiable to prevent derivatives of virtual intermediate control signal from growing unbounded through the modified filter and compensate errors caused by the modified filter and extended state observer. In order to achieve better interception accuracy and convergence effect in impact angle constraints simultaneously, the first error vector of method is constructed in continuous non-singular terminal sliding surface form. And nonlinear extended state observers with finitetime convergence are introduced to estimate uncertainties. With the synthesis of above, a 3-D impact angle constrained partial integrated guidance and control scheme with finite-time convergence is developed, and accurate expressions of convergent regions are given. The finite-time stability analysis is given based on the Lyapunov theory. Simulation and experiment results demonstrate the enhanced interception performance under impact angle constraints and robustness against uncertainties.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of missile and improvement of its intelligence, the maneuvering ability of strike capable unmanned aerial vehicles has become increasingly powerful. Meanwhile, the demand on miss distance is greatly elevated in order to provide hit-to-kill capability, thus poses challenges to the guidance and control system of interceptors. Under assumption of spectral separation between guidance loop and control loop, the classical separate design of missile guidance and control has been a dominant and successful approach with outstanding performance. Due to its practicability in engineering, many effective methods have been applied to the separate design of missile guidance and control to achieve outstanding guidance precision [1] . However, in the terminal phase of interception, the classical separate design of guidance and control introduces time lag between various loops especially in the case of intercepting high-speed target with a great maneuver. In such situation, the spectral separation assumption may be invalid and the classical separate guidance and control design usually turns out to be insufficient. To solve the problem, the integrated guidance and control (IGC) is proposed for the first time in [2] . The IGC design combines the guidance and control subsystem into a unified framework and generates fin deflections directly. By exploiting the synergistic relationships of the whole system, IGC has become a potential solution candidate to improve the interception performance against a maneuvering target.
In recent years, many different control methods have been successfully applied in IGC design, such as sliding mode control [3] , model predictive control [4] , and backstepping control [5] . However, these works are concentrated on two-dimensional (2-D) IGC design. Furthermore, for the three-dimensional (3-D) IGC design model, some effective methods have been adopted successfully, such as state feedback control [6] , block dynamic surface control [7] , and backstepping design method [8] . High interception performance is achieved by the IGC design in these works. However, it has realized that not fully exploiting inherent time scale separation between rotational and translational dynamics is a crucial limitation of IGC design [9] . It is well known that the rotational dynamics of missile motion are much faster than translational dynamics in general. The IGC design generates fin deflections directly with respect to translational errors, which possibly destabilizes the rotational dynamics. Furthermore, in IGC design, quick and large maneuvers will make rotational dynamics of missile motion unstable more easily.
In order to rectify the deficiencies of IGC design, a timescaled partial integrated guidance and control (PIGC) scheme is proposed in [9] . Two-loop controller structure is adopted in PIGC design framework: the outer loop design guarantees interception and yields body rate commands by partially exploiting the synergistic relationship between guidance and control subsystem, while the inner loop design tracks the body rate commands generated by outer loop design and yields fin deflections. The PIGC design has the potential of improving interception performance as well as better stability in rotational dynamics control, and has drawn much attention in recent years. Using terminal sliding mode control, a novel method of adaptive nonsingular terminal sliding mode control is proposed and applied to PIGC design of pitch channel for a missile in [10] . To intercept a head-on maneuvering target, a PIGC scheme based on an extended state observer (ESO) based control is proposed in the pitch plane [11] . Also in [12] , two smooth sliding mode control methods with finite-time convergence are adopted to address the hit-to-kill problem in the pitch channel of PIGC design. Aiming at achieving finite-time convergence property, Sun et al. [13] propose a 2-D PIGC scheme based on output-feedback method in the presence of immeasurable state and disturbance. Finite time convergence can be achieved by these proposed methods in the pitch plane of PIGC design. Furthermore, more practical constraints are considered in PIGC design of pitch plane. Considering impact angle constraints, a novel sliding-mode control law is applied to PIGC design to achieve desired impact angle constraint and hit-to-kill interception in [14] . Under actuator fault and saturation, a partial integrated guidance and control design is proposed by introducing auxiliary dynamics in [15] . High interception performance and stability performance of rotational dynamics are achieved by PIGC design. However, all of the above literatures concentrate on the 2-D PIGC design especially the pitch plane of missile.
In order to make the best of the cooperative relationship among pitch, yaw, and roll plane, the PIGC design problem in 3-D space has become an essential focus of PIGC research. Using model predictive static programming (MPSP) technique and dynamic inversion, a new 3-D PIGC scheme is proposed for 6-DOF nonlinear surface-to-air missile model in [16] . Considering 3-D engagement geometry, a novel PIGC scheme which combines benefits of both IGC as well as conventional separate design is proposed in [17] for high-speed ballistic targets. Three-dimensional PIGC model is established, and high interception performance under PIGC law is achieved in 3-D space. However, it is necessary to assure that the missile is roll-stabilized at constant roll attitude, and the commanded roll rate is generated from a separate roll stabilization loop. Besides, the two methods only concentrate on the non-maneuvering targets. However, it is usually necessary to consider the maneuvering of target in PIGC design. In order to intercept a maneuvering target, a PIGC design with terminal angle constraints is presented in [18] . Two impact angle constraints in 3-D space and interception are achieved with high accuracy. However, on one hand, derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame are deemed to be available and used directly in the PIGC law to cancel out the corresponding nonlinear items in PIGC model. It is a remarkable fact that differential equations of velocity vector along body frame contain body rate components which should be incorporated in the virtual control items. Thereby, the outer loop design of PIGC which uses body rates as control variable will be influenced by derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame. And on the other hand, in order to simply model derivation, it is assumed that the missile is roll-stabilized which means roll rate remains zero and roll angle remains constant in [18] . Roll channel control is designed separately based on the approximation that the derivative of roll angle is approximately equal to the roll angular velocity and the coupling between roll channel and pitch-yaw channel is given no consideration in design. It is arduous to make the assumption tenable especially when the pitch angle is large which limits the application of design model in some way. In this paper, in order to extend the applicable scope, a new 3-D PIGC design model with a strictfeedback form for a STT missile is derived by fully exploiting the relationship among missile velocity derivatives, attack angle, sideslip angle, and body rates. Considering coupling among three channels, the roll channel dynamics are blended in the proposed PIGC design model without the assumption that missile is roll stabilized which makes the new model suitable for broader scenarios.
In practice, the missile guidance and control systems are inevitably subject to multiple nonlinear uncertainties caused by aerodynamic coefficient perturbation and unavailable accelerations of target which lead to control performance degradation. The sliding mode control (SMC) has been applied in 2-D PIGC design [10] - [12] , [14] and 3-D PIGC 53834 VOLUME 6, 2018 design [18] because of its robustness against uncertainties. However, SMC is not suitable for the proposed PIGC model with a strict-feedback form in this paper. Dynamic surface control (DSC) overcomes the ''explosion of complexity'' problem of backstepping design and is suitable for the nonlinear system in a strict-feedback form with uncertainties [19] . The DSC simplifies the backstepping design by introducing a first-order filtering of synthetic input. Some other methods have been successfully combined with DSC to construct new control approaches, such as adaptive DSC [20] , [21] , observer-based DSC [22] - [25] , and neural network-based DSC [26] - [28] . In order to deal with the unmatched and matched uncertainties in system effectively, various DSC methods are used in the integrated guidance and control design. In [29] , a novel terminal dynamic surface control is applied to integrated guidance and control design for a STT missile. Similarly, for a STT missile, an impact angle constrained integrated law in the presence of saturation is proposed based on DSC in [7] . Considering input saturation and actuator failure, a DSC based integrated law with impact angle constraint is developed in [30] . Robustness to uncertainties and high hitting accuracy are achieved in these works. However, only the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed by DSC design in these works. And to the best of our knowledge, few efforts have contributed to the finite-time convergence and accurate description of convergent regions of DSC method. What's more, reaching collision course in finite time has crucial significance for enhancement on hitto-kill accuracy because of the short homing time in terminal phase.
Adaptive operators with appropriate update laws can help achieve finite-time convergence for the system with multiple uncertainties. In [10] , a novel adaptive nonsingular terminal sliding mode control method is proposed and applied to pitch channel PIGC design which achieves finite-time convergence with uncertainties. Similarly, in 3-D space, Wang and Wang [18] propose an adaptive Multiple-InputMultiple-Output (MIMO) sliding mode control for PIGC design which achieves finite-time convergence with uncertainties. Using a novel adaptive operator, a finite-time impact angle control guidance law is developed for the system with uncertainties in [31] . However, the adaptive operators in these works are nondifferentiable for the use of signum function and cannot be applied in DSC design directly because the ultima actual control signal will change violently when the virtual intermediate control signal passes through the filter. And the derivative of the discontinuous virtual intermediate control signal is unbounded which will make DSC law unstable.
Another key issue which makes DSC achieve better control performance is the filter in DSC design procedure. Aiming to improve the closed-loop performance, tracking differentiators are introduced in DSC design procedure instead of firstorder filters in [24] . By introducing a high-order sliding mode differentiator to replace the first-order filter, Sun et al. [25] propose a modified DSC approach which achieves better control performance. However, the closed-loop stability is proved by viewing differentiator as an observer of intermediate control variable and these modified DSC methods do not achieve finite-time convergence. In this paper, by modifying the filter and the adaptive law in dynamic surface control, an adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control based on nonlinear extended state observer (FTDSC) is developed which achieves finite-time convergence. The improved adaptive operator with appropriate update law and modified filter are proposed and blended into a modified DSC design procedure.
There is one more point that it is quite necessary to study the guidance law with impact angle constraint due to its enhancement on the lethality of the warhead in the warfare. Many different guidance laws cater to impact angle constraints are primarily two-dimensional with one angle constraint [32] - [34] . Three-dimensional guidance laws cater to impact angle constraints are proposed in some literatures such as [18] and [30] likewise. In this paper, the elevation and azimuth angles of line of sight (LOS) are chosen as the impact angle constraints. That is to say, the proposed PIGC scheme should ensure that the STT missile can intercept the target precisely with desired terminal impact angles.
Inspired by these works, we aim to investigate a 3-D impact angle constrained PIGC design problem for a surface-to-air STT missile intercepting a head-on maneuvering target in this paper. First of all, a new 3-D design model of PIGC with a strict-feedback form is established with less assumption. Compared with works in [18] , two assumptions that derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame are available and the missile is roll-stabilized at constant roll attitude are removed which extends the applicable scope of the proposed PIGC model. Then, considering impact angle constrained interception of a head-on maneuvering target for STT missile, a 3-D PIGC law with impact angle constraints using a developed adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control based on nonlinear extended state observer (FTDSC) is proposed in this paper. Not only does the FTDSC overcome the explosion of complexity problem, but also achieves the finite-time convergence by incorporating the modified filter and the proposed adaptive operator. Compared with works in [16] - [18] , considering coupling among the pitch, yaw, and roll channel, the control design of roll channel is blended into the PIGC scheme. The first error vector of FTDSC is constructed based on continuous non-singular terminal sliding surface to achieve interception accuracy and convergence effect in impact angle constraints simultaneously. And nonlinear extended state observers with finite-time convergence are introduced to estimate uncertainties in system. Finally, the finite-time stability analysis of system is given based on Lyapunov theory.
Simulation and experiment results in different cases demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the approach. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows VOLUME 6, 2018 1) Considering coupling among pitch, yaw, and roll channels, a new 3-D design model of PIGC for a STT missile is derived with less assumption which extends its applicable scope. By utilizing the relation among missile velocity derivatives, attack angle, sideslip angle, and body rates explicitly, the assumption that components of missile velocity derivatives along body frame are available is removed on one hand; on the other hand, by blending coupling among three channels and roll dynamics in the proposed PIGC model, the assumption that the missile is roll-stabilized at constant roll attitude is also removed.
2) By incorporating the modified filter and the proposed adaptive operator into dynamic surface control procedure, FTDSC not only overcomes the explosion of complexity problem but also achieves finite-time convergence in the presence of multiple uncertainties. The proposed adaptive operators in each step of FTDSC are continuous and differentiable to prevent derivative of virtual intermediate control signal from growing unbounded through the modified filter which is the significant condition of system stability and finite-time convergence. Finite-time convergence of the system trajectory is proved. Moreover, the precise expressions of convergent regions of system trajectory are given with known design parameters.
3) A 3-D impact angle constrained PIGC scheme with finite-time convergence is proposed using the developed adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control for a surfaceto-air STT missile intercepting a head-on maneuvering target. Considering the coupling among three channels and roll dynamics of missile, the roll channel control design is blended in the PIGC design. Interception with high accuracy and impact angle constraints are achieved simultaneously.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A new PIGC design model is built and the design goal is presented in Section II. In Section III, the PIGC design method is illustrated in detail and the stability analysis is demonstrated. In Section IV, simulations and experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed PIGC design. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PARTIAL INTEGRATED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DESIGN MODEL
In this section, considering coupling among the roll, pitch, and yaw channel, a new 3-D PIGC design model of a STT missile is established. Then, the design goal of this research is demonstrated.
A. OUTER LOOP DESIGN MODEL
To begin with, the interception geometry is shown in Fig. 1 , where ox I y I z I represents the inertial frame, o b x b y b z b represents the body frame, M and T respectively denote the missile and target, (x m , y m , z m ) and (x t , y t , z t ) are coordinates of the missile and target in the inertial frame respectively, λ E and λ A denote the elevation and azimuth angles of LOS respectively, and r denotes the relative range between the missile and target.
The engagement dynamics are given by
The second derivatives of elevation and azimuth angle are derived by differentiating (1) with respect to time twice as follows
Kinematic equations are given by
where ϑ, γ , and ψ denote pitch, roll and yaw angle of the missile, P, Q, and R denote the roll, pitch, and yaw rates. By introducing quaternions, kinematic equations can be derived as follows
53836 VOLUME 6, 2018 where q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 are quaternions which define the attitude of the interceptor. And the attitude angles can be calculated by the following equation.
Therefore, we can obtain the following equation by coor-
where u, v, and w denote the missile velocity along the body frame, and S q denotes the coordinate translation matrix from the body frame to the inertial frame with quaternions and is given as follow
where
. Taking the derivative of (6) yields
where (9), as shown at the bottom of the this page.
Substituting (4) into (8) yields
where components of T 3 are given as follows
Remark 1: Using body rates as control variables, the PIGC outer loop model is generally established by substituting (10) into (2) with the condition that acceleration components of missile in body frame are available. Hence,u,v, anḋ w are included in the PIGC law. In this paper, considering coupling among three channels of missile, a new fully 3-D PIGC design model without the assumption is established by utilizing the relation among missile velocity derivatives, attack angle, sideslip angle, and body rates explicitly.
Substituting (10) into (2) yields
Force equations in body frame are given as follows
where g x = −mg sin ϑ, g y = mg cos ϑ sin γ and g z = mg cos ϑ cos γ are gravities in the body frame, F x , F y , and F z are aerodynamic forces in the body frame. According to [18] , F x , F y , and F z are given as follows
where m is the mass of missile, V m is the velocity of missile, k F denotes constant determined by missile geometry, ρ is the atmospheric density, c x , c y , and c z denote aerodynamic force coefficients, c x 0 , c y β , and c z α denote corresponding aerodynamic derivatives, and d x , d y , and d z are uncertainties.
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Substituting (12-13) into (11) and making some simplifications yield
where d E and d A denote uncertainties included unknown target accelerations. Detailed expressions of d E and d A are given in Appendix.
The missile dynamics are derived in the body coordinate system. Attack angle and sideslip angle dynamics can be derived
where α denotes the attack angle, and β denotes the sideslip angle.
Substituting (13) into (15) and combining (3) yield
where uncertainties d α and d β are given by
where α and β denote uncertainties caused by perturbations. The PIGC design model can be expressed in the following strict-feedback form by combining (14) and (16) 
where the system states of (18) are given by x 1 = λ EλA T ,
P c , Q c , and R c denote the roll, pitch, and yaw rate command respectively. The functions in (18) are presented by
and
Remark 2: The outer loop design model is usually derived by regarding the desired body rates as control variables directly and assuming that components of missile velocity derivatives along body frame are available. We note that the items (u,v, andẇ) expressed as (12) contain roll, pitch, and yaw rate components. The body rates in the design model of [18] are not incorporated as one term as virtual control variable and components of body rates included in (12) are not given consideration. Hence treating the partial body rates as control variables directly in outer loop design will influence interception performance in some way. To solve this problem, in this paper, the outer loop design model of PIGC is derived as a strict-feedback form with desired body rate commands by utilizing the relation among missile velocity derivatives, attack angle, sideslip angle, and body rates explicitly, which makes it more precise and suitable for control design.
Remark 3: It is assumed that the roll channel is stabilized (P = 0) and the roll angle remains constant to simply the model derivation to derive the PIGC outer loop design model in [18] . The roll channel control is designed separately based onγ ≈ P and coupling among three channels of missile is given no consideration in design. The assumption is tenable easily in static conditions. However, considering the accurate equationγ = P + Q sin γ tan ϑ + R cos γ tan ϑ in (3) during dynamic process, it is difficult to make the assumption tenable especially when pitch angle is large which limits the application of the design model in some way. In this paper, considering coupling among three channels, the roll channel dynamic is blended in the proposed PIGC design model without the assumption that missile is roll stabilized (P = 0) and roll angle remains constant which extends the applicable scope of the proposed PIGC model. Therefore, the influence of coupling between roll channel and pitch-yaw channel on control performance is taken into full account in the PIGC design to achieve better interception performance.
The uncertainties of PIGC model consist of three parts: the modeling errors, the uncertainties caused by unknown acceleration information of target, and the uncertainties caused by perturbations. These uncertainties are time-varying nonlinear functions with respect to system states. Consider the physical limitations on the missile during the interception process, we give the following assumption according to [35] .
Assumption 1: The uncertainties
(involved accelerations of targetẍ t ,ÿ t , andz t ) and
T are differentiable and bounded. And the derivatives of these uncertainties are bounded.
B. INNER LOOP DESIGN MODEL

Assumption 2:
The STT missile has Y and Z symmetry, that is, I yy = I zz , I xy = I yz = I zx = 0, where I yy , I zz , I xy , I yz , and I zx denote the moments of inertia.
According to Assumption 2, moment equations are given as follow (19) where the roll, pitch, and yaw aerodynamic moments, denoted as L, M , and N , are given by The inner loop design model can be derived by substituting (20) into (19) as follows
C. DESIGN GOAL
In this research, we focus on the surface-to-air STT missile to intercept a head-on maneuvering target. The following point mass model is given as follows according to [36] .
where θ t and ψ ct denote the flight path angle and the heading angle of the target respectively, g 1 and g 2 denote latex maneuvers of the target in the pitch and yaw planes, and V t denotes the velocity of the target.
For the outer loop design, in order to guarantee the interception of a head-on maneuvering target, the LOS direction should be kept constant ultimately according to parallel approaching method [37] , that is, the derivatives of LOS elevation and azimuth angle should be controlled to be zero. Denote λ * E and λ * A as the desired LOS elevation and azimuth VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. PIGC two-loop design sketch.
angles. Hence, the goal of outer loop design is summarized as
For the inner loop design, the goal is to construct aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections to make the actual roll, pitch, and yaw rates track the body rates commands from the outer loop design.
III. PIGC DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, a 3-D PIGC law with impact angle constraints is developed to meet the preceding design goal. In view of the inherent property of time scale separation between translational and rotational dynamics, PIGC design is divided into a two-loop control structure. The design of outer loop is constructed to guarantee interception using roll, pitch, and yaw rates as virtual control variables. The design of inner loop is constructed to track body rate commands from outer loop with fin deflections as real control inputs. Besides, the highorder sliding mode (HOSM) differentiator is used to estimate derivatives of body rate commands. Compared with works in [16] - [18] , considering coupling among three channels and the roll dynamics of missile, the control of roll channel is blended in the PIGC design rather than generating roll rate command separately. The sketch of PIGC two-loop design is shown in Fig. 2 .
A. OUTER LOOP DESIGN
In this part, FTDSC is developed for outer loop design model as (18) . Furthermore, the stability analysis is given using Lyapunov theory.
Firstly, the finite-time stable nonlinear extended state observer (NESO) in [39] is introduced to estimate uncertainties of system including unavailable accelerations of target.
Remark 4: According to [39] and Assumption 1, estimation errors of NESO can achieve finite-time convergence and the NESO can be applied to estimate uncertainties in (18) . As pointed out in [40] , if estimation errors of ESO can achieve finite-time convergence, the separation principle is fulfilled for observer design. It means that the NESO and the controller can be designed separately with appropriate choices of parameters whereas the combined output feedback maintains essential features of controller with all states available [24] . Moreover, bounded observer errors can be directly considered in the following stability analysis of the FTDSC.
Assumption 3:
The parameter matrix G 1 (x 1 ) is invertible and norm bounded. Furthermore, the state vectors x 1 and x 2 can be measured.
Then an NESO-based adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control (FTDSC) is proposed for PIGC outer loop design model with a strict-feedback structure.
Defining x 0 = λ E λ A T , system (18) can be extended as
Let x 0d = λ * E λ * A T and x 1d = 0 0 T . Then the design goal (23) can be rewritten in vector form as follows
The design procedure of FTDSC contains two steps and is elaborated as follows
Step 1: To achieve better convergence effects in hit accuracy and impact angle constraints, construct the first error vector s 1 of FTDSC inspired by continuous non-singular terminal sliding surface [42] s 1 = e 0 + k 11 sig (e 1 ) k 12 (26) where sig (y)
T , and e 1 = e 11 e 12 T .
The first NESO is designed in vector form to estimate the uncertainty D 1 as follows
where 0.5 < α 1 < 1,
The virtual intermediate control law x 2d is designed as
0 < ρ 11 < 1, 0 < ρ 12 < 1, and η 1 ∈ R 2 . η 1 denotes the adaptive parameter, which is determined by the following updating laẇ
where |s 1 | ρ 12 +1 = |s 11 | ρ 12 +1 |s 12 | ρ 12 +1 T . Let x 2d pass through the following modified filter to obtain x 2c . Define p = x 2c − x 2d = p 1 p 2 T , and the modified filter is designed as
, and
In this research, we focus on the surface-to-air STT missile to intercept a head-on maneuvering target. It is known that STT missiles should be controlled in roll-position stabilized state and remain in the same roll orientation during the whole flight. Compared with the work in [18] , the roll dynamic of missile is blended in the new PIGC design model rather than assuming that P = 0 and λ = 0 directly. In this research, the roll angle will be maintained near zero throughout the engagement. Therefore, the virtual intermediate control variable in Step 1 can be further designed as
Step 2: Define the second error surface as follow
Construct second NESO in vector form to estimate the uncertainty
with τ 21 > 1 and τ 22 > 1. The desired body rates are designed as follows
where Under Assumption 1-3 , consider the uncertain nonlinear system with a strict-feedback form as (18) , if the control procedure is designed as (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) , there exists appropriate design parameters so that the system trajectory will converge to the regions as (61-63) in finite time.
To prove the Theorem 1, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are introduced as follows Lemma 1: Assume that V (x) is a continuous and nonnegative function (defined on U ∈ R n ) andV (x) + ζ V τ (x) is negative semidefinite on U ∈ R n for τ ∈ (0, 1) and ζ ∈ R + , then an area U 0 ∈ R n exists so that any V (x) starting from U 0 ∈ R n can reach to V (x) ≡ 0 in finite time [41] . Moreover, for any given initial state x 0 ∈ U 0 and initial time t 0 , we have
where V (x) = 0, t ≥ t r with t r given by
Lemma 2: According to [31] , for b i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, if q is a real number and 0 < q < 1, then the following inequality exists
Proof of Theorem 1:
For NESOs in (27) and (34), according to Remark 4, there exists positive constants ξ 11 , ξ 12 , ξ 21 , ξ 22 , and ξ 23 which denote the upper bounds of the NESO evaluated error so that
These positive constants can be described in vector forms, ξ 1 = ξ 11 ξ 12 T and ξ 2 = ξ 21 ξ 22 ξ 23 T .
Define tracking error vectors p = x 2c − x 2d and s 2 = x 2 − x 2c . Equation p = p T 0 T can be obtained by considering (32) . Furthermore, we have
Derivative of s 1 is given by combining (24) , (26) with (29) as folloẇ 
where κ = k 12 k 11 diag |x 1 | k 12 −1 = diag (κ 1 , κ 2 ). Derivative of s 2 is given by combining (24) , (33) with (35) as followṡ
According to (31) , derivative of p can be derived aṡ
2−k 12
We can see that B p is continuous. The sliding surface s 1 is differentiable and the virtual control law (29) is continuous and differentiable. Therefore, there exists positive constants ξ p1 and ξ p2 which denote the upper bounds of B p so that
And the two constants can be described in vector form ξ p = ξ p1 ξ p2 T .
Define the following Lyapunov function candidate by considering (40)
where 0 < µ i < 0. 
The following inequality can be derived according to Young inequality and (40)
Then, by considering (39) 
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Then (49) can be simplified further to the following forṁ
where I denotes the unit matrix. The control gains k 11 , k 12 , k 13 , σ , and k 21 should be chosen appropriately to guarantee the matrices, κk 13 − 0.5 κG 1 (x 1 ) 2 I, σ −1 − I, and k 21 − I, positive definite, that is
If parameters satisfy the following conditions,
We can write (50) as followinġ
Making some simplification, one can obtaiṅ
where v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 are given by
According to Lemma 2, by combining (55-57), we can rewrite (54) as followV
According to Lemma 1, it can be obtained
where V 0 denotes the initial value of V in the initial time t 0 . The following regions can be reached in finite time by considering (52)
(61)
Considering the non-singular terminal sliding surface as (26) , the equilibrium point e 0 = 0 is globally finite-time stable and the system states converges to e 0 = 0 for any given initial states e 0 (0) = e 01 (0) e 02 (0) T in finite time t 2 as follows
It should be noted that point e 1i = 0 (i = 1, 2) may hinder the reachability of TSM and is not an attractor in the reaching phase of TSM. Therefore, the finite-time reachability of TSM as (26) is still guaranteed. The proof has been given in [42] . Furthermore, for s 1 , we can obtain
Then (65) can be rewritten as
We can see that (66) will keep the form of non-singular terminal sliding mode surface when k 11i −ς i /|e 1i | k 12 sign (e 1i ) > 0, which also means that ultimately the LOS angular velocity tracking errors will satisfy in finite time
Then, the LOS angular tracking errors will satisfy in finite time
This completes the proof.
Remark 5:
The PIGC design is proposed with the assumption that the missile is roll-stabilized and roll angle remains constant in [18] . Coupling between roll channel and pitchyaw channel is neglected and the control of roll channel is designed separately. Compared with it, in this paper, the control design of roll channel is blended in the PIGC design by fully exploiting coupling among three channels and roll dynamics of missile.
Remark 6: In the first step of FTDSC design procedure, in order to intercept the maneuvering target precisely with desired impact angle constraints, the first error vector is constructed in a non-singular terminal sliding surface form and the first virtual intermediate control law is designed as (29) . Better convergence effects can be achieved in impact angle constraints.
Remark 7: The filter in FTDSC is modified as (31) to avoid repeated computing of the virtual intermediate control signal derivatives. The adaptive operator is proposed in FTDSC to compensate the errors caused by NESO and modified filter. Not only does the FTDSC overcome the explosion of complexity problem, but also achieves the finite-time convergence by incorporating the modified filter and the proposed adaptive operator. It should be noted that the improved filter requires that the preceding virtual control laws are continuous and differentiable to guarantee the boundedness of system states.
Remark 8: For the FTDSC design of this research, the virtual control law in each step should be continuous and differentiable, otherwise the ultima control variable will change violently when the virtual intermediate control signal passes through the filter. The adaptive operators in [10] , [18] , and [31] are discontinuous for the use of signum function. And in order to weaken chattering, system states can only converge to a neighborhood of sliding surface in finite time by smoothing signum function through boundary layer approach or saturation function. In this paper, compared with these works, adaptive operators in (29) , (31) , and (35) are designed to be continuous and differentiable to guarantee the boundedness of first virtual control variable derivative B p = −ẋ 2d in (43) which guarantees the stability of FTDSC. Meanwhile, continuous adaptive operators weaken the effects of the chattering of system states and reduce high change rates of the control variables.
B. INNER LOOP DESIGN
To make the actual roll, pitch, and yaw rates P, Q, and R track desired ones P c , Q c , and R c from the outer loop design, the super-twisting (STW) algorithm [38] is introduced to design the aileron, elevator, and rudder deflection δ a , δ e , and δ r .
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For inner loop design model (21) , define error vector as
Considering (21) and differentiating (69) yielḋ
The STW control law is given as follow
If control parameters are chosen appropriately, there exists a finite time t 3 > 0 so that ∀t > t 3 , the tracking error s n converges to zero. Detailed proof is given in [38] .
Remark 9: Considering the control law (71), it appears thatu c = Ṗ cQcṘc T is needed for the control. In this paper, high-order sliding modes (HOSM) differentiator [25] is applied to estimateu c . The HOSM differentiator is designed as follows 2, 3) . If parameters k d1 and k d2 are chosen appropriately, z n1 → u c and ζ 1 →u c can be guaranteed in finite time.
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
In this work, a surface-to-air STT missile is considered to intercept a head-on maneuvering target. Performance of the improved PIGC scheme is investigated via numerical simulations and semi-physical experiments. The 3-D nonlinear engagement dynamic and the six-DOF model of the interceptor with aerodynamic uncertainties are used in simulations and semi-physical experiments.
It is noted that the aerodynamic forces in (13) and the aerodynamic moments in (20) are only used for the PIGC design law. For the six-DOF interceptor model, aerodynamic forces and moments are given by
where c l , c m , and c n denote roll, pitch, and yaw aerodynamic moments uncertainties respectively. Using the scaling transformation method and the curve fitting scheme based on the least square error criterion, simulation parameters are obtained from actual missile model as well defined affine functions according to [43] . And the nominal values are given in Table 1 The design parameters are given by 1) NESO: α 1 = 0.6, τ 11 = 1.1, τ 12 = 2.0, τ 21 = 2, τ 12 = 4, k z1 = 1, and k z2 = 1.2; 2) Outer loop controller: 0.1, 0.1, 0.1) , ρ 21 = 0.6, and ρ 22 = 0.9; 3) HOSM differentiator: k d1 = diag (15, 15, 15) and k d2 = diag (1, 1, 1); 4) inner loop design: k 31 = diag (5, 10, 10) and
This section is composed of four parts. In Part A, a comparison study of PIGC design with conventional design and one-loop IGC design is carried out. In Part B, a comparative study is carried out between a conventional PIGC design and the proposed PIGC design. In Part C, the proposed PIGC algorithm with finite-time convergence based on FTDSC is applied to intercept a head-on maneuvering target with different impact angle constraints compared with the PIGC design based on traditional DSC.
In Part D, semi-physical simulation experiments are conducted to test the robustness of the proposed PIGC law.
A. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL SEPARATE DESIGN AND ONE-LOOP IGC DESIGN
In order to verify the effectiveness of PIGC design against a head-on maneuvering target, a comparison study of the proposed PIGC design with conventional separate design and one-loop IGC design is carried out. In conventional separate design, the guidance loop generates latex commands which are converted to desired body rates by intermediate loop [9] . The body rates commands are tracked in inner loop. In IGC design, the fin deflections are directly generated based on dynamic surface control [7] . In three methods, the six-DOF missile model and 3-D engagement geometry presented in section ćò are used in the simulation. The target model is executed as (11) and the accelerations of target are set as g 1 = 55 sin (3t) m/s 2 and g 2 = 55 sin (3t) m/s 2 . Simulation curves, including the trajectories of the missile and target in 3-D space, the relative range between missile and target, the roll, pitch, and raw rates of missile and the missile aileron, elevator, and rudder deflection are shown in Fig. 3-6 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the intercepting trajectory obtained by proposed PIGC is smoother and straighter than that obtained by conventional design and IGC design. From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that proposed PIGC has smaller miss distance (0.1047m) and interception time (9.875s) compared with conventional design (3.9696m and 11.616s) and IGC design (1.8869m and 10.9195s). The conventional separate design can achieve the interception in this part. But it is difficult to match the settling time of three loops against a maneuvering target, which affects the interception performance. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , larger chattering appears under the conventional design. The conventional separate design does not make full use of the performance of missile system. The IGC design can also achieve interception in the simulation. However, quick and large maneuvers may make rotational dynamics unstable because of inherent time scale separation between rotational and translational dynamics, which degrades interception performance. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , the rotational dynamic is not stable in the last phase of interception. By fully exploiting inherent time scale separation between rotational and translational dynamics, PIGC design incorporates advantages of both IGC design and conventional separate design. Therefore, the proposed PIGC design has better interception performance than conventional design and IGC design.
B. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL PIGC DESIGN
In this part, a comparison study of the new PIGC design (denoted as NPIGC) with conventional PIGC design (denoted as CPIGC) is carried out. The conventional PIGC design based on MIMO sliding mode control in [18] is introduced to intercept the same head-on maneuvering target. Body rates are virtual control variables of PIGC outer loop design. In CPIGC, derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame contain the virtual control variable body rates are used directly in outer loop design. Therefore, the control design of outer loop will be influenced by derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame. Considering practical conditions, derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame are executed as (12) in this simulation. The target model is executed as (22) and the accelerations of target are set as g 1 = 55 sin (3t) m/s 2 and g 2 = 25 sin (3t) m/s 2 . In two methods, the six-DOF missile model and 3-D engagement geometry are used in the simulation. The actual values of aerodynamic parameters in the six-DOF model are generated through multiplying the corresponding nominal values in Table 1 by 1 + 0.2 sin (t).
Simulation curves, including trajectories of the missile and target in 3-D space, relative range between missile and target, LOS elevation and azimuth angle, roll, pitch, and raw rate of missile, Euler angles and missile aileron, elevator, and rudder deflection, are shown in Fig. 7-12 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the intercepting trajectory obtained by NPIGC is straighter than that obtained by CPIGC so that the interception time of NPIGC will be smaller than CPIGC. In Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the miss distance is reduced from 0.5661m (CPIGC) to 0.1898m (NPIGC), and the interception time is reduced From Fig. 10 , it is can be observed that the body rates under NPIGC are smoother which are easier to track in the inner loop. On one hand, the body rates in derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame are not given considerations in CPIGC and this influences the control performance of CPIGC. As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 , chattering appears under CPIGC and the control performance is affected by derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame, as well as the convergence effect of impact angle constraints. For NPIGC, considering body rates in derivatives of missile velocity vector along body frame, a new PIGC design model with a strict-feedback form is established which makes it more effective under the more practical conditions. Better interception performance is achieved by NPIGC. On the other hand, for CPIGC, the roll control is designed separately based onγ ≈ P to make the assumption that P = 0 and γ = 0. The assumption is tenable easily in the static conditions. However, considering the accurate equationγ = P + Q sin γ tan ϑ + R cos γ tan ϑ in (3), it is arduous to make the assumption tenable when pitch angle is large because large coupling in the equation cannot be ignored. As shown in Fig. 11 , large chattering emerges in the roll angle when the pitch angle increased larger. The coupling among three channels influences the roll channel control of CPIGC. For NPIGC, the roll channel control is blended in the PIGC design for the STT missile. As shown in Fig. 11 , the roll angle converges to near zero quickly. The NPIGC exploits the coupling among three channels fully and achieves better performance in the roll channel control.
Next, considering different desired impact angle constraints λ * E and λ * A , simulation results with CPIGC and NPIGC are shown in Table 2 , where MD denotes miss distance, IT denotes interception time, λ Et and λ At denote terminal LOS elevation and azimuth angle. It is clear from Table 2 that the interception takes place at a miss distance of less than 0.3m with desired impact angle constraints. However, the CPIGC does not achieve satisfactory performance. In summary, the results indicate that the new PIGC design has better performance than CPIGC.
C. COMPARISON WITH PIGC UNDER TRADITIONAL DYNAMIC SURFACE CONTROL
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive finite-time dynamic surface control based on nonlinear extended state observer, the dynamic surface control based on linear ESO (denoted as TDSC) is introduced to design PIGC outer loop control law as follows
(75) with positive definite diagonal parameter matrices C, k t1 , σ t , k t2 , and design parameters of linear ESO. Similarly, the inner loop control law of TDSC is chosen as (71). Note that the FTDSC and TDSC are designed based on the same proposed PIGC design model (18) and (21) to evaluate the performance of the two methods in this simulation.
The actual values of aerodynamic parameters in the six-DOF model are generated by multiplying the corresponding nominal values in Table 1 by 1 + 0.2 sin (t). Equation (22) is used as the target model and accelerations of target are set as g 1 = 55 sin (3t) m/s 2 and g 2 = 25 sin (3t) m/s 2 . The six-DOF missile model and 3-D engagement geometry presented are used in the simulation. Considering different impact angle constraints λ * E and λ * A , simulation results with TDSC and FTDSC are shown in Table 3 , where MD denotes miss distance, IT denotes interception time, λ Et and λ At denote terminal LOS elevation and azimuth angle. Take the third scenario (λ * E = 40 • and λ * A = 35 • ) as example, simulation results are shown in Fig. 13-18 .
As shown in Table 3 , the proposed PIGC scheme with FTDSC can intercept the maneuvering target with little miss distance under multiple uncertainties. It can be seen that FTDSC can achieve a better interception performance because the miss distance and interception time are reduced under the FTDSC. Especially, a better convergence performance of impact angle constraints under FTDSC can be achieved compared to TDSC. Simulation curves of the third sceneries, including the trajectories of the missile and target in 3-D space, the relative range between missile and target, the attack, sideslip, and roll angle of missile, the roll, pitch, and raw rates of missile, the missile aileron, elevator, and rudder deflection are shown in Fig. 13-18 . As shown in Fig. 13 , the trajectory obtained by FTDSC is smoother and straighter than that obtained by TDSC. From Fig. 14 , it can be seen that the miss distance is reduced from 2.4111m (TDSC) to 0.1898m (FTDSC), and the interception time is reduced from 10.162s (TDSC) to 9.633s (FTDSC). The proposed PIGC gets faster control performance due to it achieves finite-time convergence. In Fig. 15 Meanwhile, the LOS elevation and azimuth angle converge to desired values much faster by using the approach of FTDSC than that of TDSC. In FTDSC, the first error surface is constructed as a terminal sliding surface form and system states reach the first error surface and then converge along the surface in finite time. Better convergence performance and shorter convergence time can be achieved by FTDSC. Considering the coupling among three channels, the roll channel control is blended in the PIGC design for the STT missile. It is clear that the roll angle and roll rate converges quickly to zero under FTDSC and TDSC as shown in Fig.  16-17 . This result meets the control objective of the STT missile. As shown in Fig. 16-17 , flight states of the missile under FTDSC are stable and bounded during the interception period. For Fig. 18 , the aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections do not touch the saturation limits. Higher interception accuracy and better convergence performances of impact angle constrained can be achieved by FTDSC.
D. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to guide engineering practice better, the semiphysical simulation experiments are carried out to verify the robustness of the proposed PIGC design.
As Fig. 19(a) shows, the semi-physical experiment is based on the three-axis flight simulator with high accuracy in position tracking. In the experiment, the flight simulator receives the roll, pitch, and yaw angle value of missile as corresponding three-axis commands and tracks these commands in real time as shown in Fig. 19(b) . The equipment carried on the platform of three-axis flight simulator is the industry CCD camera. As demonstrated in Fig. 19(c) , the vision guidance subsystem obtains the relative motion information by using the CCD camera and sends the information to the guidance and control simulator computer. The PIGC design proposed in this paper is in the formation of guidance and control computer as shown in Fig. 19(d) . Attitude angle information, trajectory of missile, relative distance and fin deflections are displayed on the graphic interface of guidance and control computer in Fig. 19(e) . Meanwhile, the guidance process is shown by virtual reality subsystem as shown in Fig. 19(d) . The switched gigabit Ethernet is applied in the semi-physical system to guarantee the real-time data interaction. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a 3-D impact angle constrained PIGC scheme with finite-time convergence is developed for the interception of a head-on maneuvering target using a surface-to-air STT missile. In view of the coupling among roll, pitch, and yaw channels and influence of missile velocity derivatives, the proposed 3-D PIGC design model is more precise and has more wide applicable scope. Considering coupling among three channels and roll dynamics of missile, the roll channel control design is blended in the PIGC design. The proposed adaptive operators in each step of FTDSC are continuous and differentiable to prevent derivative of virtual intermediate control signal from growing unbounded through the modified filter which is the significant condition of system stability and finite-time convergence. Moreover, the precise expressions of convergent regions are given with known design parameters.
Future work could aim at designing the PIGC law for more realistic models by taking into account factors such as actuator saturation and actuator failure which possibly lead to control performance deterioration or even instability in practice. In the following research, these constraints should be considered in PIGC design.
APPENDIX
The detailed expressions of uncertainties in (14) 
